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Abstract. This paper presents an efficient text mining method focusing on
extraction and updating of unknown words (unknown foreign words) to
improve data classification and POS tags. Our proposed method used simple
but efficient techniques, first it converts the data into structured form, using
data preprocessing techniques. In this phase data passes through different stages,
such as, cleaning, integration and selection of important data, and then it gets
organized into databases for further analysis and processing. These database(s)
consists of different kinds of dictionaries, our system heavily based on
dictionaries. Our proposed methods for discovering and updating foreign
unknown word, first discovers the foreign word using morphological analysis
with the help of automatically and manually crated dictionaries, then suffix
trimming and word segmentation, next our algorithm checks for its different
written pattern using dictionaries according to its spelling and synonym word in
native language (Korean) and also, updates the POS tags.
Keywords: Text mining, frequent pattern mining, part of speech tagging,
unknown word extraction.

1

Introduction

In POS tagging dealing with unknown word is one of the main problem that needs to
be solves for extracting high quality data. Unknown words are those that appears in
sentences but not is lexicon. It is happening because new words are introducing to
languages. These words are adopted from different language, modified according to
their own native language. We have used different dictionaries to discover and update
extracted unknown foreign words. We have also used rule based tagging approach to
for tagging these unknown foreign words. Knowledge discovery in database is the
process of analyzing data from different viewpoints and summarizing it into simple
yet meaningful information. Typically it is processed in three different steps,
preprocessing, mining and evaluating. In preprocessing stage, data goes through
cleaning, transformation, integration and selection processing. At mining stage
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different algorithms are applied on the processed data to find hidden knowledge. Last
but not least is the evaluation of mined data, this is also known as post processing. We
have also followed same approach to extract high quality and accurate information
from target textual data.

2 Proposed methods for improved POS tagging and data
classification
The proposed method for improving POS tagging and classifying data is specially
designed for extracting and updating those words that are not a part of vocabulary
using manually and automatically built dictionaries. Our system is capable of
discovering different nature of unknown foreign words. It is capable of replacing
unknown foreign words with native language synonym using and also it can update
the abbreviated work to its original words with the help of information available in
dictionaries. Our system depends heavily on dictionaries, some of them we have built
from collection of data and some of them with the help group members, such as
Unknown words, foreign words and their maximum written pattern depending on
spelling, KOrean eNGLISH (konglish) lexicon which consists of words that are not
known to normal Korean lexicon. In this project we have added one more new
dictionary which contains all the abbreviated patterns and its original word. Our
system used data pre-processing techniques, such as, tokenizing, weighting,
transformation, filtration, stemming, unknown words estimation, etc. to transform
unstructured data into structured data. Tokenization is also known as word
segmentation. Since we are using the unstructured data (textual data), first thing we
need to do is, break the stream of text up into words, phrases, symbols or other
meaningful elements. These elements are called tokens. These tokens are the building
blocks of mining process. The main focus of our system it to recognize word
boundaries exploiting orthographic word boundary delimiters, punctuation marks,
written forms of alphabet and affixes.

Fig. 1 Form of Korean

2.1

Unknown word processing method

In this project we have added one more extra dictionary check for more efficient
and more accurate unknown foreign words processing. We have found that adding
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this extra dictionary check had great increase in extracting and updating unknown
foreign words. In the first layer all unknown words are extracted using morphological
analysis. In the next layer a dictionary of unknown was created from target data
collection. Third layer where unknown words were processed for detachment of
unambiguous functional word sequence using dictionaries. Fourth layer is about word
segmentation, if a word is attached with more than one words on its right or left side
of the word it gets sorted out and processed according to its grammatical nature. In
the last layer after discovering all possible foreign unknown words, these foreign
words were checked and match once again with manually built foreign words
dictionary. These dictionaries contains all the foreign words with its synonym word in
native language (Korean) and proper words for abbreviated words, if word was found
from in the dictionary it gets updated with the proper Korean word according to its
frequency and association. Later part-of-speech tags were also updated to FUW
(foreign unknown word) for discovered and updated foreign unknown words.
2.2

Stemming and Lemmatization

In linguistic morphology and information retrieval the term Stemming is used for
chopping off the affixes of words to get the concrete and precise sense of the word
(word stem, base or root form). The two most important usage of morphological
analysis is to extract stem and lemma. Stemming is used widely for extracting
information morphological analysis. Lemmatization is the process to do things
properly using vocabulary and word’s morphological analysis. It generally aims to
remove inflectional ending to get the base form the word or return the word from
dictionary (AK. Ingason, S. Helgadottir, H. Loftsson, E. Ronaldson, 2008). In our
stemming method we have used different dictionaries for chopping and extracting the
base word. In Korean language almost every single Korean sentences ends with verb
or an adjective, syllable 다 and some with two syllable 하다 which mean “do”. It is
a very important verb, because just by removing it we can convert it into noun form of
that verb or adjective.
Our dictionaries database consists of five databases, out of six dictionaries, two
dictionaries were built from target corpus data and three dictionaries are the hard
work of our group members. One of them just contains some irregular nouns and their
corresponding stems. Second dictionary is the main dictionary built from corpus data,
it consists of Korean words with their POS tags along with frequencies. Third
dictionary consists of Korean verbs stems and their link to its both present and past
stem. Fourth dictionary is the collection of foreign words and fifth dictionary also
consists of foreign words but it also contains the synonym word in Korean language
and also the written style. The last one stores the entire pattern collection, for each
syntactic category keeps their acceptable morphological rules and valid prefixes and
affixes. These patterns are later classified according to different syntactic categories
and then for each category every possible and valid rules, prefix and postfixes were
collected.
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Fig. 2. Stemming process as follow

2.3

Part-of-Speech tagging

POS tagging helps with filtering meaningless/non-significant words depending on
their morphosyntactic categories. In our project we have tagged our corpus twice
before using it for text mining for better accuracy and efficiency. Frist we have
trained our data from manually tagged corpus build from data and later we have used
foreign unknown words dictionaries to update their tag. As you can see in Figure 3
two words “겜” means (game) is the abbreviation of Korean word “게임” which was
detected and got updated by our algorithm and part-of-speech POS tag was also
updated to FUW (foreign unknown word). It helped in classifying words properly and
efficiently, and also reduced the number of frequent patterns.

Fig.3. Some words from unknown words pattern dictionary with updated POS tags

Our algorithm first compare the extracted unknown word with manually built
database of unknown words and if it finds the word, it get marked for f urther
processing. First it crosscheck with the frequent pattern database to discover if
that word has any items in frequent itemstes, that matches with items in
frequent itemsets of word suggested by the unknown dictionary to update with.
As you see in Fig. 3, word “game” had to different written form which ends up
classifying word “game” in two different classes, our methods extracted the
abbreviated form of word “game” and updated to its original word resulting
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efficient classification. Our method can detected, extract and update different
kind of unknown words depending on their nature and our dictionaries database .

3

Conclusion

Our methods and techniques for mining text has shown great improvement in
extraction and updating of unknown foreign words using dictionaries. We have used
unknown words extracted from target collection of data during to build our
dictionaries. These dictionaries were the main source of discovering such words from
other and updated them. We have conclude that efficiency and accuracy vary from
corpus to corpus and are effected by number of words, sentences, paragraphs and
even number of documents (text files). Which means, extraction and updating of
unknown foreign words also depends on amount of available information and the
quality of information. The more information means less chance of missing the
unknown words and more accurate information against that data means better and
high quality results. For future and more accurate and efficient results it is important
and necessary to have dictionaries with huge and accurate amount of information. We
have presented the method for discovering and updating unknown foreign words
using dictionaries. Our experiment data collection was not very huge, but huge
enough to test the proposed method and show that, it worked in such situation and
achieved a great improvement. Further research on text mining will be carried out to
explore better and more accurate results for pruning foreign unknown words from a
large collections of data and also accurate and huge amount of dictionaries
information. Our system was specially designed for Korean language, but it can be
applied on any language with some changes and adjustments.
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